Blast Furnace Irregularities
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A blast furnace is a type of metallurgical furnace used for smelting to produce industrial metals generally iron but also others such as lead or copper in a blast furnace. Fuel, ore, and flux limestone are continuously supplied through the top of the furnace while air sometimes with, consulting services are available on subjects related to steels design equipment process selection construction operation energy conservation environment and quality related issues and management of steel plants. The articles available on the website provide a good indication of the knowledge base available for the consulting advice, studies on influence of liquid level on blast furnace performance and monitoring of hearth drainage. Dr. Baidya Nath Roy and Uddeshya Kumar hearth affect the smooth operations occurring in the blast furnace by exerting an upward force on the blast furnace gas leaves through off-takes at the top of the furnace is cleaned of particulates and used as a by-product fuel. Furnace slips result from irregularities of the movement of the burden downward in the shaft of the blast furnace. A part of the burden may hang up for a while creating a pocket below it when the release, Nippon Steel Technical Report No. 94 July 2006 80 UDC 669 162 263 inner profile and burden descent behavior in the blast furnace. Morimasa Ichida 1 Kuniyoshi Anan 1 Masayoshi Takao 2 Kazumoto Kakiuchi 3 Yoshihumi Morizane 4 Ikuno Yamada 5 Takeshi Nakayama 6 Abstract, infrared probes are being used to record burden surface temperature. 2 3 Blast furnace design 2 3 1 size of the furnaces major drawback of making large size blast furnace in India was
the use of coke having poor strength as well as lower high temperature properties coke reactivity index cri coke strength after reduction csr, irregularities in blast furnace during operation the blast furnace operations if not handled correctly may lead to occurrence of irregularities causing considerable concern and can lead to serious trouble, as a consequence of problems in auxiliary plant areas as well as disrupted hot metal logistics caused by a torpedo car derailment process irregularities escalated at tata steel kalinganagar blast furnace 1 and put the hearth into a chilled condition immediately stopping production, modelling of the blast furnace operation the process of bf operation can be expressed by mathematical model to calculate the quantities of coke and air blast required to produce iron and steel from any given ore and to study the effects of altering furnace operating parameters on the rate of coke consumption and on the plant productivity, week 7 productivity of the blast furnace irregularities and process control in the blast furnace week 8 environmental issues related to ironmaking a brief description of alternative rout of iron making suggested reading materials a k briswas principles of blast furnace ironmaking sba publication kolkata 1984, hydrometallurgy elsevier hydrometallurgy 47 1997 113 125 zinc recovery from blast furnace flue dust b asadi zeydabadi a d mowla a m h shariat b j fathi kalajahi a chemical engineering department school of engineering shiraz university shiraz ran b materials science and engineering department school of engineering shiraz university shiraz iran received 2 october 1996, as a consequence of problems in auxiliary plant areas as well as
disrupted hot metal logistics caused by a torpedo car derailment process irregularities escalated at tata steel kalinganagar blast furnace 1 and put the hearth into a chilled condition immediately stopping production, weak in actual blast furnace process higher alkali in put increases the coke consumption rate causing economic loss and also lower the stability of the burden resulting in various operational irregularities the effect of sodium on lowering the csr is somewhat stronger than that of potassium cokes with higher porosities, expert system blast furnace smelting product blast temperature wind rate these keywords were added by machine and not by the authors this process is experimental and the keywords may be updated as the learning algorithm improves, practices followed by the blast furnace ironmakers across the globe are using an oxygen enriched air blast containing anywhere from 22 30 vol pct of oxygen and operating the furnace at high blast temperatures increasing the tuyere injection of pulverized solid fuel at a specific hot blast temperature and other tuyere, request pdf on researchgate experience in recovery of chilled blast furnaces although not an area one should be proud to boast a lot of experience in the techniques applied by danieli corus, irregularities of blast furnace in detail charging the burden distribution in the blast furnace is of great influence on its operation and performance it is determined by the burden material properties and charging equipment used the gas flow in the furnace can be controlled by burden distribution, blast furnace alkali managing such enlargement volume leads to a soft leading to furnace irregularities like hanging and slipping occur
symptoms of alkali the importance of alkali is realized only when problems like scaffolding highly porous material without any strength leading to compaction and breakdown, blast furnace operation and maintenance in difficult times are we prepared in the face of the increased risks that appear to be associated with operating and maintaining a blast furnace we need to ask the question are we prepared ie are we prepared for more, a blast furnace bosh section structure is the structure of a cylindrical bosh section which is provided between a tuyere section and a furnace belly section of a blast furnace and the diameter of which expands upwardly in the vertical direction wherein the bosh section has a circular iron shell a copper or copper alloy stave for the bosh section provided to the inner periphery of the iron, as a consequence of problems in auxiliary plant areas as well as disturbed hot metal logistics caused by a torpedo car derailment process irregularities at tata steel kalinganagar blast furnace no 1 escalated and put the hearth into a chilled condition earlier this year, on one hand reactivity increases steeply and on the other hand the coke becomes more and more weak in actual blast furnace process higher alkali input increases the coke consumption rate causing economic loss and also lower the stability of the burden resulting in various operational irregularities, the book is intended for engineering technical workers in blast furnace mills and plant laboratories and may be of use to a wide circle of workers in the blast furnace industry means of increasing the output of sintering machines d a k i ss in and k a bovkun moscow metallurgizdat 1961 pp 85, tata steel
Kalinganagar furnace back in operation after hearth chill as a consequence of problems in auxiliary plant areas as well as disrupted hot metal logistics caused by a torpedo car derailment process irregularities escalated at Tata Steel Kalinganagar blast furnace 1 and put the hearth into a chilled condition immediately stopping production, through camera operators can visually monitor burden surface condition gas distribution chute or large bell movement inside BF and directly detect the furnace irregularities such as channeling hanging and slipping. Fig 3 images inside blast furnace taken by the top camera, proper understanding and control of drainage of hot metal and slag from hearth are essential for a stable and efficient blast furnace operation various operational problems like irregular casting intervals damage to lining low blast intake furnace pressurization and so forth are normally encountered when liquid levels in the hearth exceed a critical limit where hearth coke and deadman, pig iron production from Microsoft Encarta the basic materials used for the manufacture of pig iron are iron ore coke and limestone the coke is burned as a fuel to heat the furnace as it burns the coke gives off carbon monoxide which combines with the iron oxides in the ore reducing them to metallic iron, the principle of blast furnace operational technology and centralized gas flow by center coke charging Dr Yoshiyuki Matsui Research & Development Laboratory Kakogawa Works Iron & Steel Sector Dr Koichiro Shibata Yasuo Yoshida Ironmaking Department Kakogawa Works Iron & Steel Sector, blast furnace Wikipedia the free encyclopedia learn more a blast furnace is a type of
metallurgical furnace used for smelting to produce industrial metals generally iron but also others such as lead or copper, blast furnace hearth management and cast house practice in the new age of raw materials with ever increasing demand for iron ore a trend already apparent is for a deterioration in ore quality resulting in greater quantities of slag affecting burden descent and liquid flow through the hearth, the finnish blast furnace studied in this work and are also in general agreement with practical experience 2 measurements the stockrods in the blast furnace are sounding devices as illustrated schematically in fig 1 that sense the burden level after each dump and are elevated before a new dump of burden is charged into the furnace, abebooks com blast furnace irregularities and their treatment vol 15 no 3 pp 69 77 amp 127 130 illus 4to extracted from orig vol thus begins with title page trimmed amp stapled pamphlet else vg, blast furnace wikipedia the free encyclopedia learn more a blast furnace is a type of metallurgical furnace used for smelting to produce industrial metals generally iron but also others such as lead or copper, a blast furnace is a type of metallurgical furnace used for smelting to produce industrial metals generally pig iron but also others such as lead or copper blast refers to the combustion air being forced or supplied above atmospheric pressure in a blast furnace fuel ores and flux are continuously supplied through the top of the furnace while a hot blast of air sometimes with, blast furnace irregularities in blast furnace during operation ispatguru com 2 7 share this irregularities in blast furnace during operation posted by satyendra on nov 2 2013 in technical 2 comments
irregularities in blast furnace during operation for a stable and efficient operation of a blast furnace smooth and uniform movement of burden materials downward and movement of furnace gases in, uniformity of blast furnace operation by jos w richards one of the great essentials for the attainment of high efficiency of furnace operation is the careful striving of the engineer for uniformity of working conditions in practice it is the irregularities which fetch the superintendent out of bed at, increasing the alkali load during last years led to formation of scabs frequently and blast furnace irregularities like hanging and slipping counter measures and their effectiveness are described the comparison of two blast furnaces only differing in hot blast temperature and consequently in flame temperature shows the influence of flame, what are the advantages and disadvantages of high silica in iron ore to drain from blast furnace therefore furnace irregularities may be happened such as non dry furnace lower blast intake, the special conditions of the blast furnace actually exaggerate the saving due to this widening of the available temperature margin and beyond this drying the blast does great good by preventing the serious irregularities in working the furnace caused by changes in the humidity of the air with varying weather, metallurgical contentwhat is good cokes satisfactory test for hardness of cokconditions affecting hardness of cokesummary blast furnace coke changes in coke hardness affect the working of the blast furnace for soft coke is an obstacle to proper furnace operation soft coke is due to a low hydrogen oxygen ratio in the coal charged increasing this
ratio increases the hardness of the coke, selection of the stability parameters for blast furnace operation v m rakovsk i i udc 669 16 26 62 52 one of the most frequent and harmful disturbances encountered in blast furnace operation and especially in the operation of large furnaces is the loss of stability, blast furnace slips and their accompanying emissions as a source of air pollution i summary and overview all blast furnaces are subject to operating irregularities including hangs and slips a blast furnace is said to be hanging when the normal uniform descent of the burden is retarded or interrupted, blast furnace products and there use size of blast furnace design of blast furnace is evolved through experience calculation of blast furnace size is empirical in nature hearth dia of possco b f increases from 9 5 13 5 hearth area increased from 1660 mtr sq 3800 mtr sq now there are nearly 700 blast furnace available in world, blast furnace is around 25 to 30m it must be mentioned that blast furnace is a very efficient reactor both in terms of heat and mass exchange between solids and gases blast furnace operation in the blast furnace burden consists of iron ore sinter pellets coke limestone lime at 298k is charged from top, irregularities in blast furnace during operation for a stable and efficient operation of a blast furnace smooth and uniform movement of burden materials downward and movement of furnace gases in the upward direction is very important to ensure this a lot of work has been done in the recent past